Abstract. The extended Jordan-Brans-Dicke (eJBD) theory of gravity is constrained by a host of astrophysical and cosmological observations spanning a wide range of scales. The current cosmological constraints on the first post-Newtonian parameter in these simplest eJBD models in which the recent acceleration of the Universe is connected with the variation of the effective gravitational strength are consistent, but approximately two order of magnitude larger than the time-delay test within the Solar System. We forecast the capabilities of future galaxy surveys in combination with current and future CMB anisotropies measurements to further constrain the simplest dark energy models within eJBD theory of gravity. By considering two cases of a monomial potential (a quartic potential or a cosmological constant), we show how Euclid-like galaxy clustering and weak lensing data in combination with BOSS and future CMB observations have the potential to reach constraints on the first post-Newtonian parameter γ PN comparable to those from the Solar System.
Introduction
Jordan-Brans-Dicke (JBD) theory of gravity [1, 2] is among the simplest extensions of general relativity (GR), in which the gravitational field is mediated by a scalar field whose inverse plays the role of an effective gravitational constant which varies in space and time. JBD theory depends on just one additional parameter ω BD , connected to the post-Newonian parameter γ PN = (1 + ω BD )/(2 + ω BD ) measuring the deviations from Einstein GR, which is recovered in the limit of γ PN → 1, i.e. ω BD → +∞. Observations on a wide range of scales constrain JBD theory around GR: the tightest limits, γ PN − 1 = (2.1 ± 2.3) × 10 −5 (68% CL) are obtained from radar timing data by the Cassini spacecraft within our Solar System [3] .
Extended JBD (eJBD) theory of gravity with a potential term for the scalar field:
include the simplest scalar-tensor models of dark energy in which the current acceleration of the Universe is connected to a variation of the effective gravitational constant [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] (see also Ref. [11] ). These models are also known as extended quintessence [6, 9] . The evolution of linear perturbations in this class of eJBD can be described with a set of dimensionless functions α M = d ln φ/d ln a, α B = −α M , α K = ω BD α 2 M , and α T = 0 according to the parametrisation introduced in Ref. [12] .
The phenomenology in the eJBD theory of gravity is much richer than in EG, since cosmological variation of the effective gravitational constant could lead to different predictions not only for cosmic microwave background (CMB) anisotropy [13] and the growth of structures, but also for Big Bang Nucleosynthesis (BBN) [14, 15] .
Testing the viability of the cosmology in eJBD theory is fully complementary to the Solar System constraints just presented. For models described by Eq. (1.1) with a quadratic potential [4, 11, 16] , the recent P lanck 2015 [17, 18] and baryonic acoustic oscillations (BAO) data [19] [20] [21] constrain 1 − γ PN < 0.003 (95% CL) [22] (see also [23] for constraints obtained by relaxing the hypothesis of flat spatial sections and [24] [25] [26] for the constraints based on the P lanck 2013 data). These cosmological constraints on γ PN are approximately two order of magnitude looser than Solar System constraints.
In this paper we investigate the capabilities of future CMB and large scale structures (LSS) observations to further improve the cosmological constraints on the post-Newtonian parameter γ PN within the eJBD theory, as also forecasted in [27, 28] . We expect that upcoming galaxy surveys such as as DESI 1 [29] , Euclid 2 [30, 31] , LSST 3 [32] , SKA 4 [33, 34] , will help in improving the constraints of structure formation on γ PN for the eJBD theory. As a representative example of what we will gain from upcoming galaxy surveys, we consider the two main probes of Euclid, galaxy clustering (GC), and weak lensing (WL). In addition, we will consider the role of possible future CMB polarization anisotropy observations, as AdvACT [35] , CORE [36] [37] [38] and S4 [39] , in further improving on the P lanck measurements.
Our paper is organized as follows. After this introduction, we give a lighting review of eJBD recast as Induced Gravity (IG) (by a redefinition of the scalar field with standard units and standard kinetic term) in Section 2. In Section 3 and 4 we present the Fisher methodology for CMB and LSS for our science forecasts. In Section 5 we present our results and in Section 6 we draw our conclusions.
Dark Energy within the extended Jordan-Brans-Dicke theories
In this section we review some general considerations of the late-time cosmology within the eJBD theories. We consider a field redefinition to recast the eJBD action in Eq. (1.1) into an action for induced gravity (IG) with a standard kinetic term for a scalar field σ:
In the above equation, we define γ = (4ω BD ) −1 , γσ 2 = φ, and V (σ) ∝ σ nIG . The potential term becomes important only at recent times driving the Universe into acceleration.
The cosmology evolution after inflation can be divided roughly in three stages and is summarized in Fig. 1 . In the first stage relevant for our study, i.e. deep in the radiation era, σ is almost frozen, since it is effectively massless and non-relativistic matter is subdominant. During the subsequent matter dominated era, σ is driven by non-relativistic matter to higher values, leading to an effective gravitational constant G N (a) = 1/ 8πγσ 2 which decrease in time. The potential V (σ) kicks in only at recent times determining the rate of the accelerated expansion. In absence of matter, exact powerlaw solutions for the scale factor a(t) ∼ t p describing an accelerated expansion exist for this class of monomial potentials with p = 2 1+(n+2)γ (n−4)(n−2)γ [40, 41] . A de Sitter solution for the scale factor is found instead for n = 2 , 4. It is interesting to note from w DE displayed in Fig. 1 that the parameter of state for dark energy in these extended JBD models has tracking properties: for this reason, these class of models can be efficiently constrained also by CMB, as for different models of dark energy [42, 43] . By fixing the value σ 0 of the scalar field at present consistently with the Cavendish-type measurement of the gravitational constant G = 6.67 × 10
1+6γ , and by considering adiabatic initial conditions for fluctuations [44] , a model within eJBD class has just one parameter in addition to the ΛCDM model, i.e. the coupling to the Ricci curvature γ for a given potential. P lanck 2015 temperature, polarization and lensing [17, 18] constrain γ < 0.0017 at 95% CL and by combining with BAO data the 95% CL upper bound tightens to 0.00075 [22] . The cosmological variation of the effective gravitational strength between now respect to the one in the relativistic era is constrained as |δG N /G N | < 0.039 at 95% CL [22] . Such eJBD models predict a value for the Hubble parameter larger than ΛCDM, because of a degeneracy between γ and H 0 . This effect can be easily understood by interpreting the larger value of the effective gravitational constant in the past as a larger number of relativistic degrees of freedom.
Constraints on γ and δG N /G N based on current CMB and BAO data do not depend significantly on the index of the monomial potential, but cosmological bounds onĠ N /G N do [22] .
There is still cosmological information for eJBD models to extract from the CMB pattern beyond P lanck. In Fig. 2 , it shows the residuals of the lensed TT and EE CMB angular power spectrum as function of the multipole with respect to the sample variance for a sky fraction of f sky = 0.7 and f sky = 0.4. Note the promise of E-mode polarization spectrum to constrain γ, we show the room of improvement on γ expected from CMB temperature and polarization power spectra.
Fisher approach for CMB anisotropy data
In this section, we start describing the formalism for our science forecasts. Under the Gaussian assumption for signal and noise, the Fisher matrix for CMB anisotropies in temperature and polarization [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] is:
where C X is the CMB angular power spectrum in the th multipole for X,Y ∈ (TT, EE, TE, φφ, Tφ) 5 . The non-vanishing elements of the symmetric angular power spectrum covariance matrix Cov at 5 Eφ has a negligible effect on the constraints, we do not consider its contribution. the th multipole are: 2 is replaced by sum of this quantity for each channels:
We consider the minimum variance estimator for the noise of the lensing potential by combining the TT, EE, BB, TE, TB, EB CMB estimators calculated according to [50] .
In this paper, we consider four different cases as representative of current CMB measurements and future concepts. We study the predictions for a P lanck-like experiment consideridering the specifications of f sky = 0.7, and a multipole range from min = 2 up to max = 2500 in Eq. (3.1). We use one cosmological frequency of 143 GHz assuming in flight performace corresponding to a sensitivity of 33 µK-arcmin in temperature and 70.2 µK-acmin in polarization, with a Gaussian beam width of 7.3 arcmin [51] , see CMB-1 in [52] .
Since small-scale CMB anisotropy measurements will improve thanks to Stage-3 generation of ground-based CMB experiments, we consider AdvACT [35, 53] with a noise level of 1.4 µK-arcmin in temperature and 8 µK-acmin in polarization, with a Gaussian beam width of 1.4 arcmin and f sky = 0.4, over a multipole range 30 ≤ ≤ 3000.
As concept for the next generation of CMB polarization experiments, we consider CORE and Stage-4 (hereafter S4). For CORE, we consider six frequency channels between 130 and 220 GHz with noise sensitivities of 1.5 µK-arcmin in temperature and 2 µK-acmin in polarization, with a Gaussian beam width of 5.5 arcmin [36] [37] [38] . We consider max = 3000 for the CORE configuration with a sky coverage of f sky = 0.7.
The ground-based S4 proposal will be able to map modes up to ∼ 5000. Following [39] , we consider for S4 a sensitivity σ T = σ P / √ 2 = 1 µK-arcmin with a resolution of θ FWHM = 3 arcmin over ∼ 40% of the sky. Ground-based facilities are limited on large scales due to galactic foreground contamination and in addition a contamination is expected on the small scales in temperature. For these reasons, we assume for S4 min = 30 and a different cut at high-of T max = 3000 in temperature and P max = 5000 in polarization. To complement at low multipoles, i.e. 2 ≤ < 30, we combine with P lanck AdvACT and with the Japan CMB polarization space mission proposal LiteBIRD [54, 55] S4. For the estimate of the noise of the lensing potential we use the multipole range 30 ≤ ≤ 3000.
Fisher approach for LSS data
We now give the details for the Fisher forecasts with future LSS data. We consider Euclid-like specifications as a representative case for future galaxy surveys. Euclid is a mission of the ESA Cosmic Vision program that it is expected to be launched in 2022. It will perform both a spectroscopic and a photometric survey: the first aims mainly at measuring the galaxy power spectrum of ∼ 30, 000, 000 galaxies while the second at measuring the weak lensing signal by imaging ∼ 1.5 billion galaxies.
Both surveys will be able to constrain both the expansion and growth history of the universe and will cover a total area of 15, 000 square degrees.
Spectroscopic galaxy power spectrum
Following [56] , we write the linear observed galaxy power spectrum as:
where the subscript r refers to the reference (or fiducial) cosmological model. Here P shot (z) is a scale-independent offset due to imperfect removal of shot-noise, µ ≡ k ·r/k is the cosine of the angle of the wave mode with respect to the line of sight pointing into the directionr, P r (z, k) is the fiducial matter power spectrum evaluated at different redshifts, b(z) is the bias factor, f (z, k) is the growth rate, H(z) is the Hubble parameter and D A (z) is the angular diameter distance. The wavenumber k and µ have also to be written in terms of the fiducial cosmology [see 56-58, for more details]. The fiducial bias used in this paper can be found in [59] .
The Fisher matrix for the galaxy power spectrum is given by [56] :
The observed galaxy power spectrum is given by Eq. (4.1) and the derivatives are evaluated numerically at the fiducial cosmology; k min = 0.001 h/Mpc and its value depends on the survey size whereas k max is such that root mean square amplitude of the density fluctuations at the scale R max = 2π/k max Mpc/h is σ 2 (R max ) = 0.25, however in order to not depend strongly on the nonlinear information we consider two cases imposing an additional cut at k max = 0.1 h/Mpc and at k max = 0.25 h/Mpc. The effective volume of the survey in each bin is given by:
wheren is the average comoving number density in each bin, the value of then and fiducial specific Euclid-like specifications can be found in [60, 61] .
To complete the GC information, we include low-redshift spectroscopic information from BOSS [62, 63] on the redshift range 0.2 < z < 0.8 over 10,000 square degrees.
Weak Lensing
The weak lensing convergence power spectrum is given by [64] [65] [66] [67] [68] :
where the subscript ij refers to the redshift bins around z i and z j , with W i (z) is the window function (see [69] for more details). The tomographic overall radial distribution function of galaxies for a Euclid-like photometric survey is [31] :
with z 0 = z mean /1.412 and mean redshift z mean = 0.9, the number density is d = 35 galaxy per arcmin 2 . Moreover we consider a survey up to z max = 3 divided into 10 bins each containing the same number of galaxies. While tomography in general greatly reduces statistical errors the actual shape of the choice of the binning does not affect results in a serious way, although in principle there is room for optimisation [70] .
The Fisher matrix for weak lensing is defined as:
where ∆ is the step in multipoles, to which we chose 100 step in logarithm scale; whereas θ α are the cosmological parameters and:
where γ int is the rms intrinsic shear, which is assumed γ 2 int 1/2 = 0.22. The number of galaxies per steradians in each bin is defined as:
where d is the number of galaxies per square arcminute andn j is the faction of sources that belongs to the j−th bin.
Statistical errors forecasts
In this section we estimate marginalised statistical errors for the cosmological parameters of our model, using the Fisher matrix calculation. The probes are assumed to be independent, hence the total Fisher matrix is simply given by the sum of the single Fisher matrices:
We perform the Fisher forecast analysis for the set of parameters θ = {ω b , ω c , h 0 , n s , log(10 10 A s ), γ}. For the CMB we consider also the reionization optical depth τ and then we marginalize over it before to combine the CMB Fisher matrix with the other two. We assume as fiducial model a flat cosmology with best-fit parameters corresponding to ω b ≡ Ω b h 2 = 0.02218, ω c ≡ Ω c h 2 = 0.1205, h 0 ≡ H 0 /100 = 0.6693, τ = 0.0596, n s = 0.9619, and log 10 10 A s = 3.056 consistent with the recent results of P lanck [71] . As a fiducial value for the coupling to the Ricci curvature we choose γ = 10 −5 , the value is within the 95% CL upper bound from current cosmological data [22] and is contrained at 3σ with the Solar System data [3] . We have considered two fiducial potentials, a quartic potential and a constant one.
The CMB angular power spectra, the matter power spectra, together with the Hubble parameter H(z), the angular diameter distance D A (z), and growth rate f (z, k) have been computed with CLASSig, a modified version of the Einstein-Boltzmann code CLASS 6 [72, 73] Figure 3 . Left: joint marginalized constraints (68%-95% CL) on h0 and γ from single probe alone. Dashed lines correspond to the 68%-95% CL using the GC information from Euclid-like in combination with BOSS. Right: joint marginalized constraints (68%-95% CL) on h0 and γ from the combination CMB+GC for the three CMB surveys. Dashed lines correspond to the 68% CL using the GC information up to kmax = 0.25 h/Mpc.
[26]. This code has been successfully validated against other codes in [74] . Fig. 3 shows the constraints from the single observational probes. The different orientation of the 2-dimensional contours shows that the most efficient way to reduce the constraint error on γ is to combine different cosmological probes.
With our Fisher approach, we find that the uncertainty from P lanck simulated data alone is σ(γ) 0.00064 at 68% CL (consistent with our finding with P lanck 2015 real data [22] ) will improve by a factor three using AdvACT+P lanck, a factor four with CORE and a factor five with the combination S4+LiteBIRD, i.e. σ(γ) 0.00022, 0.00016, 0.00013 at 68% CL respectively. The combination of quasi-linear information with k max = 0.1 h/Mpc from galaxy GC spectrum from Euclid-like and BOSS to the CMB leads to a significant improvement of the uncertainty on γ, approximately three-five times with respect to the constraints obtained with the CMB alone.
In order to understand the improvement carried by mildly non-linear scales, we also include the case of k max = 0.25 h/Mpc which further improves the uncertainty on γ. In this case, we find five-ten times better errors compared to CMB alone. We show in Fig. 3 the 2-dimensional marginal errors for the combination of CMB+GC Fisher matricies for P lanck, AdvACT+P lanck, CORE, S4+LiteBIRD which correspond to the uncertainties of σ(γ) 0.00013 (0.000059), σ(γ) 0.000047 (0.000036), σ(γ) 0.000046 (0.000027), σ(γ) 0.000043 (0.000024) at 68% CL for k max = 0.1 (0.25) h/Mpc.
Finally, we considered the combination of our three cosmological probes (CMB, GC, WL) to identify the tightest constraint on γ by including non-linear scales through WL. The sensitivity on γ combining the CMB with GC information up to k max = 0.1 h/Mpc and WL assuming max = 1500 corresponds to σ(γ) 0.000061, σ(γ) 0.000035, σ(γ) 0.000028, σ(γ) 0.000028, at 68% CL for P lanck, AdvACT+P lanck, CORE, and S4+LiteBIRD. These uncertainties improve of another 1.5 factor if we push the GC information up to k max = 0.25 h/Mpc.
We show in Fig. 4 the impact of non-linear scales pushing the WL up to our extreme case of max = 5000. We find a small improvement in terms of error on γ pushing max for the WL from 1500 to 5000. The most conservative forecast of Euclid-like plus BOSS to quasi-linear scales in combination with P lanck improve between a factor 3 and approximately an order of magnitude the current uncertainties based on P lanck 2015 and BAO data.
We repeat our series of forecasts with a different potential for the scalar field with an index equal to zero, i.e. n IG = 0, namely a cosmological constant. For this fiducial cosmology we find only a small degradation of the uncertainties on γ, pointing to a weak correlation between the two parameters. Finally, we test also the possibility to constraint the index of the scalar potential with future cosmological data, see Fig. 4 . The tightest uncertainty that we obtain combining all the three cosmological probes and including non-linear scales in the GC up to k max = 0.25 h/Mpc and in the WL up to max = 5000 is σ (n IG ) 7 at 68% CL.
In order to compare our finding on cosmological scales with the constraints obtained within the Solar System we quote the constraint on the post-Newtonian parameters defined for this class of eJBD theories as:
2)
Our derived forecasted uncertainties span between σ (|γ PN − 1|) 5.3 × 10 −4 − 2.5 × 10 −3 at 68% CL for a CMB experiment with a P lanck sensitivity through a future CMB experiment able to perform a cosmic-variance measurement of the E-mode polarization at small scales. Combining CMB information with GC and WL, we find σ (|γ PN − 1|) 1.1 × 10 −4 and including non-linear scales a minimum error on the deviation from GR in the weak field limit corresponding to σ (|γ PN − 1|) 6.5 × 10 −5 at 68% CL.
Conclusion
eJBD theories represent the simplest scalar-tensor theory of gravity where Newton's constant is allow to vary becoming a dynamical field, as a function of space and time. This class of theories have been already severely constrained from Solar System experiments leading to γ PN − 1 = (2.1 ± 2.3) × 10 −5 at 68% CL [3] . These Solar System tests constrain the weak-field behaviour of gravity, and the strong-field behaviour that this family of theories can still exhibit is contrained by the binary pulsar [75, 76] .
However, it is conceivable that gravity differed considerably from GR in the early Universe. Even if GR seems to work well today on Solar System scales, in several scalar-tensor theories there is generally an attractor mechanism that drives to an effective cosmological constant at late time. BBN [14, 15] provides a test of gravity at early times based on the impact of the effective gravitational constant on the expansion rate and on the cosmological abundances of the light elements produced during BBN.
Cosmological observations, such as CMB anisotropies and LSS matter distribution, probe different epochs and scales of the Universe. The redshift of matter-radiation equality is modified in eJBD theories by the motion of the scalar field driven by pressureless matter and this results in a shift of the CMB acoustic peaks [13, 77] . P lanck data have been already used to constrain this eJBD models [23] [24] [25] [26] (see [78] [79] [80] for analysis with pre-P lanck data). Latest P lanck 2015 publicly data release constrain 1 − γ PN < 0.007 at 95% CL, and the combination of CMB and LSS data through the addition of BAO information has shown a promising way to further constrain these class of models in light of upcoming LSS experiments, leading to 1 − γ PN < 0.003 at 95% CL [22] .
In this paper we investigated how well some future CMB experiments and LSS surveys will be able to improve current cosmological constraints on this simple scalar-tensor theories. We consider eJBD theory of gravity where a potential term is included in order to embed in the original JBD theory the current acceleration phase of the Universe. Our results have been enlightening and we can summarise them as follows:
• Future CMB experiment, such as AdvACT, CORE and Stage-4 CMB, will improve current constraints from P lanck 2015 alone by a factor 3-5, thanks to a better measure of the small scale CMB anisotropies. We find that in the best case σ (1 − γ PN ) 0.0005 at 68% CL for propose space and ground-base CMB experiment CORE and S4.
• We forecast the combination of CMB and spectroscopic surveys using the 3-dimensional observed galaxy power spectrum. We consider a Euclid-like spectrocopic survey and to complete the redshift coverage of a Euclid-like selection function 0.9 < z < 1.8 [60, 61] we include optical spectroscopic observations from BOSS in the range 0.2 < z < 0.8 [62, 63] .
The combination of quasi-linear information up to k max = 0.1 h/Mpc for the Euclid-like and BOSS GC to the CMB leads roughly a reduction around 3-5 times with respect to the uncertainties obtained with the CMB alone, with a best case bound of σ (1 − γ PN ) 0.0002 at 68% CL.
• We find that the inclusion of mildly non-linear scales in the galaxy power spectrum is crucial to drive the contraints from cosmological observation at the same order of current Solar System constraints.
• WL surves will improve the sensitivity on γ approximately by a factor 2.
• The best bound that we obtain combining all the three cosmological probes and including non-linear scales in the GC up to k max = 0.25 h/Mpc and in the WL up to max = 5000 is σ (1 − γ PN ) 0.000065 at 68% CL.
This forecast is only approximately a factor three worst than the current Solar System constraint.
Although consistent with [27, 28] our estimate of γ PN is based on different assuptions. It is difficult to compare our results with the pioneering work [27] : theoretical predictions, forecast methodology and experimental specifications in [27] are different from our analysis. Overall, we can say that our forecasted uncertainty on γ PN is more optimistic than those quoted in [27] because we combine expected constraints from different probes. [28] use LSST photometric specifications for galaxy clustering and weak lensing, and SKA1-MID intensity mapping, whereas we use Euclid-like spectroscopic survey for galaxy clustering and photometric specifications for weak lensing; we do not consider any screening.
We close with three final remarks. Our forecasted sensitivity on γ PN is smaller than the one obtained from models with a non-universal coupling between dark matter and dark energy and motivated by eJBD theories [81] . As second remark, our works shows the importance of developing non-linear approximation schemes for eJBD theories [82] [83] [84] [85] to reach the accuracy required by future cosmological observations. As a third and conclusive point, it would be interesting to further add complementary probes at low redshift: indeed, we have been quite inclusive with the forecasts from next CMB polarisation experiments whereas other measurement at lower redshift complementary to Euclid and BOSS and might be crucial to strengthen our predictions.
